7DAYS SENSATIONS OF TAIWAN
Tour Code : TW7SOF

ONLY ONE depature @ 01DEC

Fly with Eva Air Hello Kitty Chartered Flight

Highlight

Eva Flight Timing

❥ 01 Night stay at Tsou Ma Lai farm

BR1208
BR1207

❥ Hsinchu：Hakka Lei Cha DIY

01DEC
07DEC

SIN-TPE
TPE-SIN

0230-0700
2100-0130 (08DEC)

❥ Nantou：Sun Moon Lake, Puli Brewery, Qingjing Farm
❥ Tainan：Sihcao Green Tunnel, Chiku Yanshan
❥ Taichong：Gaomei Wetlands, Taichung World Flora Exposition, Fengjia Night Market
❥ Taipei：Tamsui Fisherman's Wharf, Shilin Night Market, Raohe Street Night Market
❥ Shopping：Taipei 101，Yizhong Street Night Market
❥ Lunch：Taichong Seafood feast
❥ Free one Lantern (6 person sharing)

Day 1 : Singapore - Taoyuan - Taichong

(MOB/L)

Assemble at Singapore Changi Airport for your flight to Taipei by Eva Air - Hello Kitty Flight. Upon arrival Taoyuan International Airport, transfer
to Hsinchu NeiWan Old Street. Neiwan Old Street once prospered as the artery of lumbering and mining transportation in the past. For now, this
town is transformed to a Hakka spot for tourism. Therefore, we must experience Hakka Lei Cha DIY here. Next, we will proceed to Gaomei
Wetlands, this is the place in Taichung where the sea and the land meet. It is a grassy and muddy tidal flat where you can catch the sea breeze and
watch beautiful sunsets. It also a place where you can spots thousands of crabs, mud-skippers and rare birds. In the evening, we will go to
Yizhong Street Night Market, the area is the second busiest night market and CBD zone in Taichung.
Accommodation : 4 ★ The Galerie Hotel、Miller Inn、Talmud Business Hotel、Lai Lai Hotel or similar

Day 2 : TaiChong - Nantou - QingJing

(B/L-Seafood feast/D)

Heading to Puli Brewery after breakfast, Puli Brewery Factory is devoted to establishing the landmark feature of Puli as the Hometown of
Shaoxing (Shaohsing) Wine. Aside from actively promoting the culture of Shaoxing (Shaohsing) Wine, there are also putting more efforts in
preserving the history of the winery, it is the first Wine Culture Museum in Taiwan. After that, proceed to QingJing farm, known as a “Foggy
Eden” far away from the city area in the mountains, Qingjing is great for those who enjoy fresh air, lush forests, acres of flowers along the plains
and hillsides, and beautiful starry nights. Beside, we will also visit the famous place in QingJing farm which is Green Green Grasslands. Next
proceed to Skywalk, visitors can walk on this tempered glass platform for scenic views.
Accommodation : 4 ★ E-Moh Hostel、Linshing Garden Resort、Junyue Hanging Garden Resort or similar

Day 3 : Nantou - Tainan

(B/L/D)

After breakfast, head towards to Local Product Centre and next is Sun Moon Lake, Taiwan's largest lake, Sun Moon Lake is located in the
mountains of Nantou at the geographic centre of Taiwan island. The name of the lake is inspired by the beauty of the area. The east side of the
lake is round, like the sun, while the west side is long and narrow, like a crescent moon. After that, proceed Sun Moon Lake Wen Wu Temple, It
got its name because the place was used to worship Confucius, Wenchang Emperor as well as gods. Next, arrive at the Tsou Ma Lai farm, this
farm is surrounded on three sides by the Zengwun River's middle and lower reaches, and encircled by Wushan Ridge of the Alishan Mountains,
forming a paradisical natural habitat. Overnight at Tsou Ma Lai farm.
Accommodation : 4 ★ Tsou Ma Lai farm
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Day 4 : Tainan - Taichong

(B/L)

Head towards to TaiChung will passed by Sihcao Green Tunnel, Sihcao Green Tunnel in Tainan was once a salt canal. 750 meters long and 20
meters wide, the canal was used to transport salt products from the drying field to the storage back in the days. The rich habitat of the mangrove
the canal cuts through is the wetland environment with the most variety of species and plants in Taiwan. Next is Chiku Yanshan, it is the largest
sun-dried field for sea salts in Taiwan southwest coast. With the total area more than 1,800 hectares. In the evening, proceed to Fengjia Night
Market for free activity.
Accommodation : 4 ★ The Galerie Hotel、Miller Inn、Talmud Business Hotel、Lai Lai Hotel or similar

Day 5 : Taichong - Taipei

(B/L)

Proceed to Taichung World Flora Exposition after breafast, next is Pearl Center. After that, heading to Chiang Kai-shek Memorial Hall. The most
prominent historical landmark in Taiwan, the CKS Memorial Hall was erected in honor and memory of Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek, the former
President of the Republic of China, and was opened in 1980 as part of a national park and gathering area. In the evening, we will proceed to Shilin
Night Market for free activity.
Accommodation : 4 ★ Eastern Hotels Resort or similar

Day 6 : Taipei

(B/L)

After breakfast, visit Tien Lu Handicrafts center and next to Tamsui Old Street, Tamsui Old Street is a boardwalk-like area full of shops, carnival
games, restaurants, cafés, and xiaochi snacks. Next, arrive at Tamsui Fisherman's Wharf, it is well known for its beautiful sunsets, seafood, and,
more recently with young people, its high amount of party boats. After that, we proceed to Taipei 101 Shopping Mall which is located inside the
world's second tallest building with the height of 508 meters (observatory tickets on your own expenses). In the evening, will proceed to Raohe
Street Night Market for free activity.
Accommodation : 4 ★ Chateau de Chine Hotel Sinjhuang、Platinum Hotel、Hotel Intrendy or similar

Day 7 : Taipei - Singapore
(B)
After breakfast, own activity until evening. Proceed to Taoyuan International Airport for your flight back to Singapore. We hope you had a
memorable time with FOCAL TRAVEL!

☀ Itinerary sequences are subject to changes
☀ Itinerary programs will be subjected to changes with or without prior notice due to weather seasonality and festivals
☀ Commentary of tour conduct in MANDARIN speaking
☀ Group size require minimum 20 passengers to form
☀ Any discrepancies please refer to the Chinese itinerary
☀ Hotel or farm will be change to same category subject to availability
☀ Price exclusive airport taxes (approx. $350)
☀ Tipping for driver and guide is exclusive (approx. $35)

